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Campus high on drug arrests

Online
school
praised

Business Insider ranks
UND among the top
50 in the nation for
narcotics arrests.

UND College of
Business and Public
Administration ranked
No. 32 in country.

By Ashley Marquis
The Dakota Student
UND recently ranked
36th for the most on-campus
drug-related arrests in the
United States.
Rehabs.com ranked colleges with populations over
5,000 students across Amercia based on the number of
drug related arrests per 1,000
students.
Drug-related arrests refers to arrests involving both
drugs and drug paraphernalia. The top three colleges in
the nation for the most on
campus drug related arrests
include the State University
of New York at Oneonta, University of Colorado- Boulder
and the State University of
New York at Oswego.
UND Police Chief Eric
Plummer said he thinks this

By Megan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

Map of the United States showing the top 50 colleges with the most drug arrests
per 1,000 students. Photo courtesy of Business Insider.

ranking is inaccurate, and the
report is miscalculating by including on-campus, non-campus and public property areas.
Plummer also said based on the
most recent year statistics, more
than 40 percent of people arrested are not affiliated with UND.

Plummer also said the article
does not consider all campuses
in the country but only those
who have a population of at
least 5,000.
At UND in 2012, there were
61 drug-related arrests on campus, one non campus arrest, and

76 arrests in the public. In
2011, there were 68 arrests on
campus, six non-campus arrests, and 51 public arrests. In
2010 there were 38 on campus
arrests, zero non-campus ar-
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A report released in January
by U.S. News and World Report
ranks UND’s College of Business and Public Administration
online program as No. 32 in
the country out of almost 1,000
schools who participated in a
survey conducted by the magazine. Only programs that offer
degrees entirely online were considered in the rankings.
The online program at UND
offers a master’s degree in business and economics. The program started in the fall 2007
semester, and is not the typical
online program some universities offer. Students who are
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Alumnus analyzes artiﬁcial gravity
Jon Rask presents
second lecture in
Space Studies
Colloquium series.
By Emmy Erbes
The Dakota Student
Making space flight healthier
for astronauts is Jon Rask’s job.
Rask — who earned a Space
Studies Master of Science degree
from UND in 2001 — works as
a life scientist in the Space Biosciences Divison at NASA Ames
Research Center in California.
He gave the second presentation in the Spring 2014 Space
Studies Colloquium Series “Human Flyby Missions to Mars”
Monday in Ryan Hall. The topic
of Rask’s presentation was “Artificial Gravity as a Human Health
Countermeasure for Long Duration Space Flight.”

DS

inside

Rask branched off the first
colloquium talk that was given a
week earlier by UND Professor

In the future,
artificial gravity
experiments
need to be
conducted in space.
Jon Rask
UND alumni
Michael Gaffey, who spoke about
the possibility of a manned Mars
flyby mission in the near future.
According to the Inspiration
Mars Foundation website, this
type of space mission would take
501 days to complete.
The astronauts on this aircraft would be exposed to the
harmful effects of spaceflight for
much longer than any mission in

UND alumni Jon Rask discusses artiﬁcial gravity and the possibility of a Mars
ﬂyby. Photo by Chester Beltowski/The Dakota Student

the past.
Jon Rask described how today’s in-flight countermeasures
do not fully protect astronauts

from risks such as cardiovascular
problems, bone or muscle loss
and vision issues.
Rask worked on research

teams with NASA that explored
artificial gravity as one solution
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DATEBOOK
TODAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2014
EVENT TEDxGrandForks, Empire
Arts Center, 1 p.m. independently
organized event, operated under
a license from TED.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2014
EVENT Extreme North Dakota
Iceman Triathlon, Lincoln Drive
Park, 9 a.m. Registration now
open online for racers at all
experience levels. Racers can
register as individuals or teams of
three at www.endracing.com.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2014
EVENT Writers Conference 101:
Sarah Leavitt, UND Bookstore
conference room, 2 to 3:30 p.m.
discussion of “Tangles: A Story
About Alzheimer’s, My Mother,
and Me” by Sarah Leavitt led by
Linda Baeza Porter.
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EDITORIAL

the professor and material.
The program for the business
degree currently has 115 students, and the economics program has about 50 students. The
total enrollment for the online
program is 204 students.
“One hundred and fifteen is

> The Dakota Student reserves the copyright
privilege for all stories written and published
by the staff. Permission must be given by the
Editor to reprint any article, cartoon, photograph or part thereof.
> The Dakota Student is a student-operated
newspaper published by the University of
North Dakota.
> Opinions expressed in this publication are
not necessarily those of UND, Student Government or the administration, faculty, staff
or student body of UND.

> The Dakota Student is published every
Tuesday and Friday during the academic
year except during holidays, vacation
breaks and exam periods. Subscriptions are
$25 per year.
> The Dakota Student is printed at Morgan
Printing in Grafton, N.D., on FFC Certified
paper using soy-based inks.
> The Dakota Student welcomes feedback
regarding articles and photographs, and
prints corrections for articles containing
factual errors.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

WWW.DAKOTASTUDENT.COM
probably our capacity (for the
business program),” Garske said.
“It’s been relatively steady in
the past, and this way we can be
more selective with our admissions.”
The magazine also included
individual statistics for catego-

ries and UND ended up with
high numbers for some of those
categories. Over the four-year
period studied, UND’s program
had an 82 to 97 percent retention rate for students. The graduation rates were also very high,
with the most frequent amount

SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID AND RECIEVE 10% OFF
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-701.757.2121
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of time for graduation at two
years, and 79 percent graduating
within three years.
“Those numbers really stood
out to me,” Garske said. “They
are a lot higher than the undergraduate rates.”
The high ranking also puts
UND’s online program on the
national map.
“It’s good publicity for us,”
Garske said. “It’s nice to be able
to say and be able to draw more
attention to the program.”

Megan Hoffman is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
megan.hoffman@my.und.edu
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-rests and 23 public arrests.
The term ‘on-campus’ refers
to property owned or controlled
by the university. Non-campus
refers to any building or property
owned by a student organization
or by the university but is not
near the main campus. Off campus refers to city streets or sidewalks that are near or on campus.
UND
student
Danielle
Fothergill said she is not surprised by the ranking.
“It is probably pretty accurate,” she said. “I have personally
known people that have been arrested.”
Fothergill added it’s a list that
the university should not want to
be on and looks bad to potential
students and their families.
Plummer said the most common drug seen with on campus
arrests is marijuana. However,
prescription drug use has been on
the rise in recent years and is a

growing concern to UPD.
According to the UND
CORE survey, 33.2 percent of
students have used marijuana.
More than 93 percent of students
have abstained from the use of

It is probably
pretty accurate.
I have personally
known people
that have been
arrested.
Danielle Fothergill
UND student

many other illicit drugs such as
cocaine, amphetamines and hallucinogens.
To try to prevent the use and
abuse of drugs on campus, the
UND police department partners
with university and community
organizations to provide educational programming opportuni-

University Police Department, which made 61 drug related arrests on campus,
one non-campus arrest and 76 arrests in the public in 2012. File photo.

ties and enforcement initiatives.
The police department also works
with local, county, state and federal law enforcement to keep
drugs out of the community.

Ashley Marquis is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
ashley.m.marquis@my.und.edu
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#boycottCoke

Super Bowl ad brings bigots to
embarrassing spotlight online.
By Larry Philbin
The Dakota Student

Employers state the reasons they rejected job applicants for their behavior on social media sites. Graphic courtesy of Forbes.com.

Social media as route to work

Online actions
can make or
break odds
of landing
employment.

By Mary Ochs
The Dakota Student
I’m sure we’ve all experienced
it. You’re taking a picture at a party, and there’s always someone who
makes sure there isn’t any alcohol
or suggestive containers in the picture. Or maybe that person is you.
Either way, whether it may
seem uncool or not, it’s for the
best.
We post everything on social
media these days. Our Facebooks,
Twitters and Instagrams are timelines of our lives — where we’ve
been, what we’ve been doing and
who we’ve been doing it with. But
have you ever thought ahead to
life outside of college? To the real
world, where we need to get a real
and grown up job?
Since social media has become
such a big part of our lives, it’s one
of the places employers look when
checking out potential employees.
According to Forbes.com, the
amount of employers that check
potential employees out online is
about 37 percent. This translates
to approximately two-fifths of
companies that look on your social

media sites when they consider you
for hire.
No matter how much fun you
have in college or how many parties you go to, it’s never a good idea
to put pictures of your drunken
stupors, vulgar comments or derogatory statements on your social
sites. It could definitely come back
to bite you.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m all for
having a good time and enjoying
our youth.
We’re at college, and this is the
perfect time to make memories.
Go to parties. Meet new people.
Take chances. Try new things.
But, it’s good to keep in mind
what the future might hold and
how you want people to view you

But if we are smart
about (using social
media), we can use it
to our advantage.
Mary Ochs
staff writer
down the road. If you someday
want a job that is professional and
influential, don’t let what you post
on social media be the reason you
don’t get it.
This shouldn’t scare anyone.
On the contrary, we can actually
use our immersion in the social media world to heighten our chances

Behavior online can affect employers’ perceptions.
Image courtesy of Huffington Post.

of landing that dream job once
we leave the comforting embraces
of college. If you know employers
are using sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google+ or LinkedIn as part
of their hiring processes, why not
build yourself up on them to be
ready when your future boss comes
creeping?
I’m not trying to tell you to
make your Facebook page into
your resume, or fill your Twitter
feed with nothing but stock market updates or anything. All I’m
saying is there are little things we
can do to make us look more appealing to employers on our social
media sites.
First and foremost is making
sure you are viewed as a respectable
person. This includes all the obvious behaviors such as not talking
about illegal drugs, but it also involves things a little less obvious.
Degrading someone or even
being outwardly aggressive with
extreme political views can rub
people the wrong way if they don’t
see qualities they like in an employee.
Another benefit to social media is networking. We can get into
contact with just about anyone
through these sites, which means
we can get in tune with hiring
companies. Becoming well-versed
with what they do or what they
stand for can go a long way. Simply liking or following companies
or products they promote can start
giving you a positive image.
As students in college, we’re
stuck in a crossroads. We are always being connected to social media, and sometimes it can hinder
us. But if we are smart about it, we
can use it to our advantage.
It’s all a part of growing up and
thinking about what kind of life
you want to lead in the future.
Mary Ochs is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be
reached at mary.ochs@my.und.edu

There’s been an absurd amount of controversy about a
Coca-Cola ad that aired during the Super Bowl.
For those who have not seen it, the artistically imagined
commercial depicts fleeting moments in the lives of random
Americans of various races, social classes and sexual orientations set to “America the Beautiful” being sung in several
languages.
To most people, it was just another somewhat forgettable
commercial — unless you remember it as one of the “not
funny” commercials during the big game.
But, to some, the ad was highly offensive. Some of the
comments on the YouTube video were laughably ignorant.
Some of the diehard “patriots” that were offended by this
commercial thought it was appalling that anyone would allow the “National Anthem” to be sung in a foreign language.
That’s right, apparently “America the Beautiful” is the new
national anthem. Somebody tell my high school government
teacher.
Others believed that “America the Beautiful” was written and intended only to be sung in “American” — the new
state-official language. Singing it in English would be no better than calling up the Queen, apologizing for the mess and
telling her she can have the whole country back.
One brief scene of the commercial that some commenters were particularly upset about was one that portrayed
a same-sex couple and their child. If this scene is one that
offends you, just keep in mind that “America the Beautiful”
was written by Katharine Lee Bates — a lesbian woman who
lived with her female partner Katarine Corman for more
than 25 years.
Could this commercial really offend someone so much
that he or she might truly feel the need to boycott Coke? If
so, I say go for it.
But if you really feel that much anger toward Coke,
you’re going to have to do more than just not drink your
favorite variation of Coca-Cola. If you really want to put an
end to these America-haters, then I suggest you stay away
from any brands owned by the company — all 450-plus of
them. That’s right, next time you drink Minute Made, Bacardi, Dasani, Dr. Pepper, Mello Yello, Powerade, Schweppes,
Sprite, Squirt, Tab or any of the hundreds of other brands
owned by Coke.
Instead, I suggest you put it all down and pick up a nice
refreshing Pepsi. Just keep in mind that Pepsi is one of the
world’s largest supporters of the LGBT community.
There may be dozens of reasons why one might reasonably consider boycotting Coca-Cola, but this commercial is
not one of them. If having people of other skin colors associated with America bothers you, you’re living in the wrong
country, because that’s what this country is — diverse and
ever-changing.
But it’s only as beautiful as the people who live here are
willing to see it.

Editorial Board
Will Beaton
Larry Philbin

Editor-in-Chief
News Editor

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not
be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit
or reject columns or letters for various reasons. The ideas expressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the writer
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of
the Dakota Student.

Letter Policy
The Dakota Student encourages readers to express their
opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are
published based on merit, general interest, timeliness and
content. All letters must be limited to 250 words.
> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385,
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8,
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer
may be limited to one letter per month.
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Let’s all have a round, 21 or not Not so

Drinking
age laws
miss the
point, have
ill affects

By Kjerstine Trooien
The Dakota Student

I have never had an illegal drink
of alcohol in my life.
Kinda shocking, huh? Coming
from a UND super senior who spent
her teenage years in South Dakota
— a state as notorious for underage
drinkers as its northern counterpart
— it can be a bit surprising to learn

Image courtesy of The
Acorn at Drew University.

that someone in my position chose
to abstain from drinking.
Full disclosure: I did drink before I was 21. I visited various countries in Europe when I was 18 and
Canada when I was 19. I was of
drinking age in both places when I
was there, and both times I choose
to partake in the drinking going on
around me.
I never have drunk illegally.
Whenever I went to a party at one
of UND’s fraternities — which, admittedly, didn’t happen much — I
stayed stone-cold sober. At birthday
parties, I was the friend handling
the knife and lighter — for cutting
the cake and lighting the candles, of
course. I have been called more than
a few times to be a designated driver
for drunk friends, both of age and
not, who knew I would be sober.
Despite this about me, I do think
our laws regarding drinking age are
stupid, especially when looked at in
the context of other, similar countries and cultures.
According to a study done by
a university in New York, the U.S.
has the highest drinking age in the
world, of the countries that allow alcohol at all, that is. We are not the
only country that makes its citizens
wait until 21 to drink. Pakistan and
Sri Lanka are other countries that
have the age set at 21 as well. Still, no
country makes its citizens wait longer to legally consume alcohol.
I’ve never liked the phrase that

gets tossed around high schools to
try to justify lowering the drinking
age: “If we can legally get married or
sign up to die for our country, why
can’t we legally drink?” Most of the
time, this logic is just used to justify
breaking the law.
That doesn’t mean the law is
correct, though. American society

A 60 year old
who drives drunk
is no more stupid
than an 18 year old
who does the same.
Kjerstine Trooien
staff writer

views drinking as something that is
done socially. It’s ritualized. Watch
any movie about a college student,
and you’ll see plenty of rituals revolving around drinking, all of which are
done in groups. Regardless of what
George Thorogood would lyrically
testify to, drinking alone is looked
down upon and even listed as a signifier of alcoholism.
I understand there are worries
that lowering the drinking age will
result in an increase of DUIs and
alcohol related car accidents. But,
I argue, the problems we face with
irresponsible drinking and actions
happen regardless of age.

A 60 year old who drives drunk
is no more stupid than an 18 year old
who does the same. Both of these hypothetical people are incredibly stupid for endangering themselves and
others by getting behind the wheel
drunk, but age makes no difference.
Think about it this way: most
of my friends who drank underage
felt pressured to drive drunk because
they did not want to get in trouble
for drinking at all. This is a common
problem that society thrusts upon
youth. In fact, it’s one of the reasons
I was such a popular designated driver in my underage days; my friends
knew I wasn’t going to tell their parents or call the cops.
The people I hang out with
aren’t divided up into “of age” and
“underage.” People who were friends
with me didn’t take my age into consideration when planning their gatherings. Alcohol, as discussed above, is
part of our societal system of interaction. Keeping 18-to-20 year olds
away from alcohol doesn’t really do
anything in the long run. Stricter
punishments for stupidity, like driving under the influence, do.
The issue in the end isn’t with
age, but with crime and punishment.
We shouldn’t criminalize people for
acting like their peers and enjoying
their social activities.
Kjerstine Trooien is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be
reached at kjerstine.trooien
@my.und.edu

Roommates make life hard, interesting

Living alone
removes an
excitement
from college
experience.

By Michael Rauser
The Dakota Student
Anyone who has ever had
a roommate knows it can be
a challenge, but over the years
I’ve come to learn that the hard
work it takes to maintain a
solid roommate relationship is
worth it.
My first experience with
a roommate in the dorms at
NDSU was not a happy one.
Those of you who know me
know meeting new people is
my favorite thing to do. But,
not all people are people you
really want to spend a lot of
time with, much less live with.
When I transferred to
UND, I chose my next roommate more carefully. In fact,
one of the reasons I decided
to transfer to UND specifically was to room with a guy
who has been my best friend
for more than eight years (also
named Mike).
Mike and I are complete
and total opposites in almost
every way — and from the outside, it would seem like we’d be
horrible friends. Yet, the more

Image courtesy of Wet Paint.

time we spend around each other, the stronger our friendship
becomes.
That’s not to say we haven’t
faced challenges, but somehow
our friendship has remained intact no matter how mean, loud
or inappropriate a heated exchange between us ever got.
This is why rooming with a
best friend was a good idea, at
least for me. We feel comfortable
enough with each other to say if
one of us is getting on the other’s
nerves, but we also both want to
preserve a friendship that has
lasted so long.
Like I said, we’re both very
different people. Of the two of
us, I tend to be the more financially responsible one. It’s gotten to the point that Mike’s first
thought when making a poor

financial decision is, “Don’t tell
Rauser.”
Then, of course, there’s the
roommate stuff that everyone is
familiar with. I like warm environments — ironic given where
I live, I know — and I believe
that once inside an apartment, a
man should be able to get away
with wearing fewer than five
coats. Unfortunately, my roommate thinks the inside of our
apartment should feel like the
arctic circle.
But those are minor things,
and I know I can be difficult
sometimes as well. I have a bad
habit of intentionally pushing
buttons, and, with my roommate, I go further than normal
because I know him well enough
to know exactly how far I can go.
But, if a line is crossed between

us, we’re familiar enough with
each other to let the other one
know right away, rather than
just let it bubble up under the
surface.
I’ve learned a lot from my
friendship with Mike — like
why Nicholas Cage is either
the greatest actor of our time
or the worst, the importance
of preparing for the inevitable zombie uprising and that
there really is a difference between football and soccer. But
the most important thing I’ve
learned throughout our friendship is any two people can be
friends regardless of background, similarity or common
interests.
Mike loves fast cars, fast
planes and guns. I don’t really
care about any of those things.
I love parties, music, books and
video games. He isn’t as into
those things, and the ones he is
into are different from the ones
I am. Our politics are on opposite ends of the spectrum, as are
our personalities. And yet, we
have been best friends for more
than eight years.
Living with a roommate
can be challenging, but if it’s
the right one, it can also be the
most rewarding experience of
your life.

Michael Rauser is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. He can be
reached at michael.rauser
@my.und.edu
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Super
Bowl

Big game
disappoints
Broncos,
Seahawks
fans alike.

By Micah Dewey
The Dakota Student
Last Sunday, the largest consumer
event in the world took place. It was
also the night a really boring game of
football took place.
Super Bowl XLVIII was supposed
to be a battle between the high-flying
offense of the Denver Broncos and
the Legion of Boom, the Seattle Seahawks defence. Instead, the game
was a blowout and, honestly, not very
fun to watch.
The MVP season put in by Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning this
year went a long way toward making
the Broncos the favorite in this game,
but the Denver defense seemingly
forgot about former Vikings superstar
Percy Harvin.
Manning, the future Hall of
Famer he is, could have improved his
case for a first ballot selection with a
win last Sunday.
Going into the game, I gave the
advantage to Denver, and, boy, was I
proven wrong. When it came to the
running game, nobody could compete with the dominant force which
is the Seattle Seahawks running back
duo of Marshawn “Beast Mode”
Lynch and Robert Turbin. The Denver running game was almost nonexistent and can be summarized in one
word — disappointing.
The only way the Broncos had
a real chance of winning was if they
could’ve contained the Seahawks
defensive line and secondary, which
included Richard Sherman, now famous for his post-game rant with reporter Erin Andrews in the semi-final
round.
Seconds into the big game last
Sunday, the Seahawks tallied a safety,
which was a sign of what the Bronco’s
night would turn out to be. After mistakes upon mistakes, the untouchable
Broncos offense was held to a mere
eight points.
The game was simply a blowout,
in all aspects of offense, defense and
special teams. The Seahawks ended
up winning 43-8 in one of the most
one-sided Super Bowl in history.
Still, the Super Bowl isn’t just
about the game. It’s also a time of year
with almost Christmas-like excitement, where people of all races and
religions can join together in sportsmanship, or in separatist spheres, depending on which team you support.
Still, the whole ceremony and
event combine into a wonderful combination of sport, food and friends.

Micah Dewey is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. He can be
reached at micah.dewey
@my.und.edu
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to counteract the effects of going
into space for a long period of time.
Artificial gravity is the centripetal force felt by objects following
a curved path, and Rask said it is
similar to the merry-go-round on a
playground.
“Artificial gravity may be useful
to be used for humans during space
flight,” Rask said.
He exhibited data from the
research project he assisted in that
tested the subjects’ ability to withstand low blood pressure effects,
called “orthostatic tolerance limit,”
before and after a 90 minute exposure to artificial gravity in a centrifuge.
The team found that in both
dehydrated and normally hydrated
subjects, orthostatic tolerance limit
improved after artificial gravity exposure.
Rask also shared some of his
personal experiences aboard a centrifuge. He explained how the researchers studied subjects’ anxiety
levels related to using the centrifuge
to see if it had an effect on the results.
Although the study’s results
were good, Rask added, “In the future, artificial gravity experiments
need to be conducted in space.”
His team’s research was done on
Earth, and it needs to be tested in
space before artificial gravity is acceptable to use on space missions.
Professor Michael Gaffey, who
presented for the colloquium a
week earlier, was one of the attend-

ees for Jon Rask’s talk. “I found it
interesting that the zero gravity ef-

I found it
interesting that the
zero gravity effect
response
actually worked
better in the subjects
that were not
the most
physically fit.
Michael Gaffey
professor
fect response actually worked better in the subjects that were not the
most physically fit,” Gaffey said.
There will be four more presentations in this spring’s colloquium
series, and the next talk will be
given by Vadim Rygalov, Associate Professor of Space Studies at
UND. “Critical Human Factors of
Manned Mission to Mars” is the
unofficial topic of the presentation,
and the tentative date is March 10
in Ryan Hall 111.
An official announcement will
be issued closer to the date of the
presentation.

Emmy Erbes is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
emmy.erbes@my.und.edu

Jon Rask discusses the impact of gravity on the human body and the possibilities of
artiﬁcial gravity. Photo by Chester Beltowski/The Dakota Student.
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and features writers.
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Sugiura offers devotion, skill to music department
Japan native travels across world with dreams of making
UND best music program in region.
By Emmy Erbes
The Dakota Student
JENNIFER FRIESE|THEDAKOTASTUDENT

Music professor Nariaki Sugiura poses Monday in Hughes Fine Arts Center.

Since his arrival three years ago, music professor Nariaki Sugiura, with his
skill and dedication, has proved to be a
valuable addition the music department
at UND.
Born and raised in Japan, Sugiura
started taking piano lessons from his
mother at age 5. He decided that he
wanted to make piano his career when
he was only 10 years old, and practiced
between 12 and 13 hours per weekend
in junior high.
“A pianist named Stanislav Bunin,
who won the International Frederic
Chopin Piano Competition that year,
made a sensational debut in Japan with
25 concerts, and I was fortunate to attend one,” he said.
Sugiura said he considered applying
to Juilliard for his undergraduate studies, but he decided to attend Indiana
University instead.
“After taking a few trial lessons
there, I really liked the teaching of the
professor and decided to stay,” he said.
Sugiura earned an undergraduate
degree in piano performance and a masters and doctor of music in piano performance at Indiana University.
Sugiura went on to win prestigious
piano competitions and collaborated
with several major world artists. He
has performed in 25 U.S. states, Puerto
Rico, China, Japan, South Korea, Italy,
Malta and Hungary.
“My favorite performance was at
Carnegie Hall in New York City in

2012,” Sugiura said. “A violin student
I had formerly worked with was invited
to perform there, and she asked me to
accompany her.”
He worked at both Indiana University and DePauw University in Indiana
before coming to UND in August 2011.
“I applied for a job in New Zealand
at the same time, so I had to choose between Grand Forks — a small city in a
big country, or a big city in the small
country of New Zealand,” he said. “I

(Sugiura) is very
dedicated and
willing to help;
anyone can come
to him any hour
of the day.
Keith Teepen
music student
liked the idea of Grand Forks better because I could do more to build the program in a secluded place, but I would
still be able to travel around the U.S.
teaching or performing.”
During his time at UND, Suguira
has been impressed with the students
and faculty.
“I thought that everyone would be
shy and closed-minded, but that was

not the case; I actually found that everyone is very focused and works hard,” he
said.
In Sugiura’s first year at UND, he
noticed the need for a staff accompanist.
During his time as a piano professor and
staff accompanist at DePauw University,
he met fellow staff accompanist Keith
Teepen and convinced him to fulfill
UND’s need for an accompanist.
Teepen is now in his second year at
UND and, to some, is viewed as Sugiura’s
right-hand man.
“(Sugiura) is very dedicated and willing to help; anyone can come to him any
hour of the day,” Teepen said. “His life is
his job, and he wants what is best for the
program.”
While he enjoys teaching and seeing
his students improve, his job consists of
much more. He organizes performances
and master classes for UND, featuring
guests from around the world to show students what is going on in our region and
beyond.
Sugiura also has traveled around the
U.S. and Asia promoting the program and
recruiting new students.
“I want to create a program where
UND is one of the top places to consider
for someone who wants to study piano
and collaborative piano seriously,” said
Sugiura.
In addition, the vocal and instrumental majors rely on piano for accompaniment, so getting students to work together
benefits the program as a whole.

“Dr. Sugiura has a heart for chamber
music,” cello professor Simona Barbu said.
Barbu started teaching at UND at the
same time as Sugiura, and the two have
collaborated many times.
“The String Quartet was already big
when he came here, but he also formed
the Red River Trio last year,” Barbu said.
The Red River Trio was a piano, cello
and violin group of UND students, including Teepen, that performed around
the Midwest and in Asia last year. Sugiura
is busy forming a new trio that will consist
of voice, cello and piano to follow the success of the first.
“He is very focused and goal-oriented,
but it’s not just for himself,” Barbu said.
“His goals concern the people around him
as well, and that shows in his passion for
collaboration. He wants others to experience success, not just be successful on his
own.”
As the next step in promoting UND’s
music program, Barbu and Sugiura will
be traveling to the southern region of the
U.S., Hungary and Romania in March to
perform recitals and master classes.
Sugiura and Barbu are performing
Cello and Piano Recital at Josephine
Campbell Recital Hall in the Hughes Fine
Arts Building on March 1 at 8 p.m. The
event will include the new Red River Trio
group organized by Sugiura.
Emmy Erbes is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
emmy.erbes@my.und.edu
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Crews out of places to put snow
Snow removal team
up early to clear
parking lots, streets,
sidewalks on campus.
By Mathew McKay
The Dakota Student
With nearly 127 acres of parking lots and 27 miles of sidewalks
to clear, the UND snow removal
staff is running out of areas to pile
an overwhelming amount of snow.
In the past, crews have put
piles in the parking lots, according
to Director of Facilities Management Larry Zitzow.
“We still do leave some snow
in the parking lots to a point,
which takes parking spaces away,”
Zitzow said. “As the campus and
population continues to grow
though, there is becoming more
need for parking and more need
to haul it away.”
As UND continues to expand,
space to dump the snow decreases.
“The school of medicine is
going to gobble up all our snow
pile area,” Zitzow said. “We have
had to do other things this year.

We have had to use the snowplow
more than we have ever used it
— piled it high and make some
pretty big piles.”
Much of the removed snow is
sitting behind the practice football field.
The staff is working to find
new locations to put snow and
hopes to have some new areas
in the future. Despite the recent
struggles the staff feels good about
where they are now.
Equipment Operator Anderson Byron said before gaining new
equipment 10 years ago it took
twice as long to complete what
they can now complete in a matter of hours.
“We have 10 times the equipment as what we did back then,”
Byron said. “We would mainly do
the campus the day of snow and
then move into housing the following day.”
Along with the 18 pieces of
equipment, Byron said just having experienced workers is a plus,
especially around expensive state
property.
“There are certain directions
you can go without catching

McVey engineer
housing expands
College of Engineering & Mines Living &
Learning Community
grows in dorms.
By Paula Kaledzi
The Dakota Student
While many students make
plans to meet each other to study,
the Engineering Living & Learning Community in McVey Hall
don’t have to leave the building.
Housing about 100 students,
the Engineering LLC started
three years ago with only one
wing, but now is one floor and a
wing. As requests for the program
continue, the engineering departments made plans to have two
whole floors next semester.
Similar programs at other colleges and personal experience inspired Undergraduate Experience
Director Joel Ness to create the
community.
“(There is a) better chance
of getting a roommate that’s in
the same type of classes,” he said.
“They’re not going to be off playing frisbee golf all the time, or
watching TV, or playing video
games. Engineering is a lot more
rigorous ... so you kind of need
that little extra to help you guys
out. And I think this is a great
way to do it.”
A living and learning community is designed to gather students
of the same mindset and goals
together, starting with freshmen
who shared similar classes.
Ness hopes to students will

develop friendships and associations that would be beneficial to
them over the next four or five
years.
The College of Engineering
& Mines was the first to establish
an Living & Learning Community at UND. Now, there are communities for aviation students in
Noren Hall, honors students in
Johnstone and Fulton halls and
students focused on wellness in
Brannon Hall.

(There is) a better
chance of getting a
roommate that’s in
the same type
of classes.
Joel Ness
undergraduate experience
director
“It was a considerable amount
of work to work with housing because they wanted to make sure
we were, as faculty and a college, involved with it,” Ness said.
“They wanted to make sure we
were involved through various
means — the faculty dinner, tutoring, the computers, the artwork and decor.”
The McVey community provides students with a multitude
of benefits, including computers
equipped with engineering software, whiteboards and tutors. It
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something,” he said. “If you turn
the other direction, you will catch
something and break it, and you
do learn that over time.”
Grounds Supervisor Ed Koble
says they hired just three workers
this year as the remaining staff has
been around for a while. Having
an older staff takes pressure off
Koble.
“They just know what they
have to do,” he said. “I do not
have to tell them what to do. You
get fast if you do the same route
day after day. Everyone knows
where the curb is and where the
command holes are.”
Koble and many of his crew
members have been together for
more than 15 years. They try to
have their equipment ready in
mid-autumn.
“We’ve had snow that early,
but it usually melts right away so
we do not move it,” Koble said.
“But we are definitely ready by
Oct. 15. We have the equipment
lined up and the plows fixed.”
During a normal snowfall, a
crew of 16 workers starts sweep-
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Grounds Supervisor Ed Koble stands by a snow removal machine Monday at facilities management.
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CLASSIFIEDS
NOW HIRING
University Station is hiring in
our Deli. Part-time evenings and
weekends. Free meals while you
work, and close to campus! Stop in
for an application, or apply online
at www.universitystation.net

Now hiring part-time employees. We offer flexible scheduling,
competitive pay, tips and FREE
FOOD while you work. 
Please apply at 1011 University Ave

The Bun Lounge is now hiring cocktail servers. Apply within.
1708 Mill Road. 701-772-4366

CosmoProf beauty supply store
is looking for sales associates. Flexible schedule, cosmetology experience helpful but not required. Apply in person 2650 32nd Ave S

Dakota Boys and Girls Ranch
is now hiring, will train. Apply
within. 2017 DeMers Ave. Grand
Forks.
Red Pepper

Deeks Pizza is now hiring full
and part time cooks and drivers.
-Flexible Schedule
-Competitive Pay
-Free Pizza
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hosts dinners with professors,
and encourages students to join
engineering student organizations to socialize and meet upperclassmen.
“It makes a unified place for
students, especially engineering
students,” Undergraduate Experience Coordinator Mojdeh Mardani said. “This way, when they
are together with their classmates
or other students in the same
discipline, that makes it easier
to concentrate — to have a little
quieter and better atmosphere for
studying.”
The floor also provides moral
support for the students as they
face challenges in their academics.
While there are benefits
to concentrating engineers in
McVey, community students

might miss out on the rounded
experience shared by living with
students of other majors. The
amount of females in the engineering program also shows on
the number of females residing
in the Living & Learning Community.
Both Mardani and Ness hope
more females will apply to live on
the floor as well as a female engineering Resident Assistant.
“I could see that if they were
very isolated, in a separate building far away, but this building
has other majors,” Mardani said.
“Also, the classes they are taking
are not just engineering classes,
especially essential studies. They
have the chance to participate in
other activities and have interactions with other students. So, I
don’t necessarily see it as a downside for our side.”
Ness said students are encouraged to be involved in activi-

Apply within or by emailing
work history and availability to tyler@deekspizza.com
El Roco Bar and Bottle shop is
now hiring waitstaff, doormen, DJ
and bottle shop. Part-time, flexible
hours. Apply in person or email elroconightclub52@hotmail.com.

MISCELLANEOUS
AUDITIONS: Last of the
Boys, drama about Vietnam. Feb.
16 & 17th at 7 p.m. Fire Hall Theatre, www.ggfct.com Show dates:
April 17 - May 3. Rehearsals begin Mar. 3rd. ASST. THEATRE
ties outside of the community to
round out their college experiences.
The floor also provides moral
support for the students as they
find challenges throughout their
academic career.
“I think it (helps) to see, if
they’re going through a rough
time, they can see other classmates … maybe they’re having
a hard time too,” Mardani said.
“Knowing that this is a difficult
major … sometimes it’s easier to
identify and be in the same group
and be together.”
Paula Kaledzi is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
paula.kaledzi@my.und.edu
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HOW TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
COST: $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE: Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due on
Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due
Wednesday at noon.
FORMAT: No classified ads will be taken over the
phone. They can be dropped off at room 8 in the
basement of the Memorial Union.
PAYMENT: Payment must be paid in full with cash,
check or mailed with payment before a classified will
run. Contact The Dakota Student office at 701-7772678 with questions.
TEACHER for youth - Pays
$8.25. hr. Email: info@ggfct.com
with experience and interest. Upcoming dates: Feb. 20, Mar. 7, 1-5
pm. VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
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ing on campus by 4 a.m. before
focusing on residence hall areas
by 8:30 a.m. For larger snowfalls, they bring out bigger machines first and then sweep.
“I have six guys out there
sweeping every day,” he said.
“It’s tough trying to work
around students. If it’s been
snowing all day long, you get
foot droppings you have to
chop down and then try to get
the ice off.”
The snow crew also is responsible for making deliveries
between from Central Receiv-

GF COMMUNITY THEATRE
- ALL POSITIONS -- Stage manager, prop master, set production,
tech, ushers, and actors -- info@
ggfct.com

ing and campus buildings.
“Departments are drawing
materials and supplies constantly from places in order to
do what they need to do,” Zitzow said. “The staff tries to get
those materials and have them
delivered to the departments.”
In the past they usually have
had two trucks making deliveries. However, with the push of
snow the past few months, Koble said they are trying to use
three trucks to catch back up.
Mathew McKay is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
mathew.mckay@my.und.edu
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was named Defenseman of the
Year in 2012-13.
With familiar territory, but
new Division I level, LaDue’s
transition has been fitting.
“He’s just gaining a little
swagger at this level,” UND
coach Dave Hakstol said. “We
knew he was ready to play here.
We knew he had the physical
and mental maturity to be a
good player right away, but as of
late — probably since Christmas
— we’re not just seeing a good
player, we’re seeing a confident
player that’s playing with a little
swagger in a lot of different situations.”
LaDue said it was a bit of an
adjustment to play at UND, but
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he keeps his focus on the ice.
“It’s a little different being on
the ice than the stands, but I don’t
really notice the fans very much
when I’m out there playing — it’s
kind of what I expected,” LaDue
said. “At first, I was thinking of
maybe going away from home.
“But once I got the opportunity to come here, I didn’t look
back.”
Fellow freshman and Grand
Forks native Luke Johnson not
only shared the experience of coming to a new school at the same
time as LaDue — the two also are
cousins.
Johnson played alongside LaDue at Lincoln in juniors, leading the team with nine powerplay goals in 57 games during the
2012-13 season while recording 46
points. One year prior, in 2011-12,

Johnson accumulated 55 points in
55 games.
The two have spent many years
on the ice together, and college
provided yet another opportunity.

Once I got
the opportunity
to come here,
I didn’t look back.
Paul LaDue
UND athlete

“I played with him in high
school and I played with him in juniors,” LaDue said. “It’s just great,
being able to experience that again.
Actually, we went to a lot of games
together here, so it’s really fun.”
While the seven freshmen in

the lineup this season bring different backgrounds and talents, a majority stems from the greater Grand
Forks area.
LaDue, Johnson and their
Grand Forks home sits just across
the river from Gage Ausmus’ roots
in East Grand Forks, while Keaton
Thomson’s hometown of Devils Lake, N.D., is less than two
hours away. The four compliment
the three Canada natives — Troy
Stetcher, Wade Murphy and Matt
Hrynkiw.
Family ties may be pulled tight,
but the dynamic from the entire
freshman class is something Hakstol sees as encouraging.
“I’m sure the two support each
other well,” Hakstol said. “Obviously, they know each other well.
But I think that whole group of
freshmen is just so close and so

PUCK
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Sophomore forward Meghan Dufault skates against the University of Wisconsin earlier
this season. File photo.
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“There are big points on the table overall, so it should be a huge
weekend.”
While freshman and sophomore
players are awarded situations to improve throughout the season, the
situation this year presents a different
case.
With the Olympics starting up,
the team is beginning to focus on the
remainder of the season and how it
will rearrange its structure until the
return of a handful of players from
Sochi.
Sophomore forward Shannon
Kaiser is one player that has stepped
up and played on a higher line than
where she started the season with the
lineup adjustment.
“For all of our younger players,
with our top leaders gone, it’s a good

tight. Wherever you see one or
two, it seems like you see all seven of them — and that’s a pretty
neat dynamic, and obviously
Luke and Paul are a part of that
— but there are five other guys
that are part of that tight group
as well.”
LaDue and the rest of the
freshman class have continued
to develop in their roles, and the
expectations for the rest of the
season linger in their minds.
“These next 10 games are
huge, and hopefully we can keep
it going,” LaDue said. “They’re
must win games. Each series
from here on out is the biggest
series of the year.”
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports
editor of The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu

opportunity for everybody to step up
and take the roles that they had before
and work harder to show what we
have as younger players,” Kaiser said.
Despite losing some of the team’s
players, the rest of the team’s focus is
far from what it’s lost.
Instead, the team has been focusing on what it has to do to keep getting better and what it has to do to
win the next game.
“First and foremost, being in the
Olympics is the pinnacle of what they
do,” Idalski said. “This is why they
play, and that life experience — full
of the opportunities — are pretty precious, and we’re happy to have helped
them developing.”
The team has taken a different
approach to losing the players for a
period of time.
Rather than dwelling on missing
talent, the team is focused on utilizing
the talent that still remains within the
lineup.
“Mindset wise, we take this as an
opportunity to push the pace with
some kids in a playoff stretch — that
you know might not get this opportunity for another year or so development wise,” Idalski said. “So to have
(Becca) Kohler have to lead our club,
and missing (Meghan Dufault) right
now — the biggest thing isn’t necessarily what she brings on the ice.
“She’s a great player for us, and
that’ll obviously help, but it’s the leadership of her having to carry the team
through the stretch is what she’s missing development wise,” Idalski said.
“That we’re a little sad about.”
Even as the newer players to the
team, the freshmen are expected to
step up big in key situations.
“(Amy) Menke and (Kayla)
Gardner and (Lisa) Marvin and all
our other freshmen — they’ve got
to make plays,” Idalski said. “This is
something that is going to make them
better for the playoffs this year, and
also next year and the year after.
“You can’t put a price tag on that
kind of playoff type experience. In the
stretch run, we have to make plays.
(There are) tight games, so that’s what
I’m most excited about teaching. Going through right now is just having
those kids have to play way above
what they would normally be expected to do right now, and I know, long
term, that’s a huge plus for us.”
UND will travel to Duluth this
weekend to take on the Bulldogs. The
puck is set to drop Saturday and Sunday afternoon at 3:07 p.m.
Mariah Holland is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
mariah.holland@my.und.edu
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SAAC and its effort to improve
communities. She’s spent time
with the Grand Forks YMCA,
Special Olympics, the SAAC food
drive and many other groups —
and she isn’t done yet.
When it comes to keeping up
a 3.7 GPA while majoring in kinesiology, Husfeldt says she has a
good team to study with.
“This past semester we as
a team got 3.5,” Husfeldt said.
“When we are on the road, we
will go down to the lobby of the
hotel and study or, in the airports,
we will sprawl out and take up
sections and quarantine ourselves
to study.”
Teamwork is an aspect Husfeldt is familiar with in more than
just academia. The standout setter
says she doesn’t feel overshadowed
as far as performance recognition
goes.
“Volleyball is a team sport,
and so if the team does well, we
all thrive on it,” Husfeldt said.
“Everyone has their own stat category. I like looking at where the
other setters in the conference are
and trying to beat them and that’s
my goal and that’s what I look at.
That’s where I set my bar.”
Husfeldt set that bar high and
has been a key player for North
Dakota in more areas than one.
She led the entire Big Sky Conference in assists with 1284 in 117
games this past season, putting
her at No. 6 in UND history for

single-season assists.
She also was sixth on the team
for kills with 70 in the season, and
was tied for third in blocks with 68.
Husfeldt also contributed mightily
to the back row, where she dug up
260 balls on defense. To top it off,
the setter led North Dakota in service aces, rocketing 23 over the net
last season.
“I thought we had a great season
overall,” Husfeldt said. “We won
the Big Sky, which was huge for us,
it was the first team at UND to do
so. I think we were all a little disappointed that we didn’t win the tournament as well, but that just motivates us more for next year.”
Next fall will be Husfeldt’s last
semester at UND as a setter, but
probably not her last at the school.
“I just applied to the physical
therapy program, and, if I get in, I’ll
have it deferred one year because I
can’t do volleyball and physical therapy at the same time,” Husfeldt said.
While she realizes graduate
school may not mix as well with college-level sports, Husfeldt remains
confident she can do well in other
areas of her life while continuing to
stay involved with volleyball.
“I think (volleyball) will always be a part of my life,” she said.
“Whether I’m doing leagues on a
Friday night or maybe coaching,
I think it’ll always be there. I don’t
know if I could ever not do something with volleyball.”
Marie Monson is the multimedia
editor of The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
marie.monson@my.und.edu

North Country Fiddle and
With Music By

Community Dance

UND setter Nikki Husfeldt sets the ball last season. File photo.
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Last Saturday, the team lost its
first game since Jan. 16 to Port-

land State in a 70-68 loss.
The men’s team is sitting in
fourth place in the Big Sky Conference — pushing to get about
.500.

Four Mile Portage

Eagles Club
227 10th St. NW
East Grand Forks

All the way from Iowa
Caller: Jeanne o’Neil

7:30pm to 10:00pm
February 8, 2014

Tom Maloney on Banjo
Brandy Forsman on Fiddle and Brass

Come one, come all. . . North American folk and barn dances ;
longways reels, all-inclusive circles, simple squares, all taught to
the fiddle-banjo music! All are welcome - singles, couples,
families. You need not know how to dance. Come on and join in!
This activity is made possible in part by a grant provided by the Northwest Minnesota Arts
Council through funding from the Minnesota State Legislature with money from the State’s
general fund, and by a donation from the East Grand Forks Arts and Crafts Council.
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Season outlook

The top seven teams make
the Big Sky tournament, which is
good news for North Dakota as it
sits in fourth place.
While there is some room for
error, UND hopes to keep winning to get above the middle of
the pack. A higher seed means
more home court advantage, and
a No. 1 seed means home court
throughout the playoffs.
Five of North Dakota’s next
nine games are against tournament teams. It also plays Eastern
Washington, Sacramento State
and Idaho State — all teams that
are vying for No. 6 or No. 7 seeds.
A team that remains out of
the hunt is Southern Utah —
which has celebrated only one
win this season, but no conference victories. UND will play the
Thunderbirds on the last game of
the season in March.
UND will face Northern
Colorado on March 4, a team
that currently is above UND in
the Big Sky.
Anderson knows now is the
time for his team.
“We’re playing our best basketball right now,” he said. “Now
that we had that previous win
streak, we’re all clicking. We’re all
on the same page — all sacrificing for one another right now.
We know the ultimate goal is
getting to the conference tournament.”
The prize at the end of the
Big Sky Tournament is a berth
into the big dance, the NCAA
March Madness Tournament.
Alex Stadnik is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alex.stadnik@my.und.edu
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Skating path leads back home Husfeldt sets
aside hours
UND volleyball
setter receives
award for volunteer
hours and service.
By Marie Monson
The Dakota Student
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Freshman defenseman Paul LaDue skates against St. Cloud earlier this season.

UND men’s hockey
player, Grand Forks
native remembers
journey the the Ralph.
By Elizabeth Erickson
The Dakota Student
At three years old, his skates
were laced and his blades skated
across the smooth surface at Optimist Park in Grand Forks — the

place that forever holds the memory of Paul LaDue’s first time on
the ice.
LaDue grew up attending
UND men’s hockey games as a
fan, and eventually traded his seat
in the stands for a spot on the
bench.
“I was a little nervous right
away, but it’s been great,” he said.
“I love playing here. During the
week, I just can’t wait to play here
on Friday and Saturday. It’s just so
special knowing that. Growing up

here, you just want to put on that
jersey, and it’s really exciting.”
In 23 games played this season, the freshman defenseman has
tallied three goals and six assists
for nine points.
But before he put on the green
and white, LaDue spent two seasons with the Lincoln Stars of the
USHL — posting a record-setting
83 points for a defenseman and
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UND volleyball player Nikki Husfeldt has been balancing
hours of volleyball play and travel with classes and homework for
several years, and all her years of
hard work have paid off.
Recently, Husfeldt was
awarded the Big Sky Student
Athlete Advisory Committee
Outstanding Community Service Award.
“I feel blessed,” Husfeldt
said. “I think being a student
athlete, you have to learn time
management. You learn how to
get things done. Talking to professors ahead of time, getting assignments done early before you
leave … I actually think it’s to
my benefit, and it’s really taught
me time management.”
Husfeldt,
an
Andover,
Minn., native, has been playing
volleyball since she was in fourth
grade, and had to get used to balancing school with playing at an
elite level early on in her career.

“I really started playing highlevel club volleyball when I was a
sophomore, like elite volleyball,”
she said. “I’ve played (Junior
Olympics) since sixth grade, but
I started playing for more of an
elite club and traveling across the
country my sophomore year of
high school.”
Husfeldt lettered all four
years of high school and led her
team to the state tournament
three times. One of Husfeldt’s
many academic achievements
in high school was earning the
volleyball academic achievement
award, which was just a precursor for what was to come in her
collegiate career.
As an active member of
UND’s SAAC as the volleyball
representative for over three
years, Husfeldt was one of the
youngest to be selected as a representative when chosen her freshman year. More recently, Husfeldt was elected secretary and is
expected to continue in that role
next season.
On top of her hours of practice, travel and homework, Husfeldt has made the time to donate 98 hours to various groups
as a part of her involvement with
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Bengals up next for UND men Roadtrip
Men’s hoops prepares
for Saturday series
against Idaho State,
end of season near.
By Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student
The UND men’s basketball
team is in the heart of heated conference play as it prepares to take
on Idaho State on Saturday.
The Bengals currently sit in the
basement of the Big Sky, and UND
beat the Bengals 66-62 when the
teams last played in Grand Forks.
While Idaho State lost to Weber State by six points, it could not
finish off Northern Arizona, losing
67-65.
The last time the teams met in
The Betty, Chris Hansen went off
for 24 points and eight rebounds
and shot six of 11 from the 3-point
line for the Bengals. While Hansen
was on fire, UND won the game in
part through its defense — blocking seven shots and forcing 23
turnovers.

&

scores
schedules

heads to
Duluth

Saturday’s game will feature a
bout of some of the top scorers in
the Big Sky. Troy Huff leads UND
in scoring, averaging 19.7 points
per game, and is the No. 2 scorer
in the conference.
ISU has three of the top 10
scorers in the conference with No.
5 Chris Hansen, averaging 17.1
points, while No. 8 Andre Hatchett averages 14.9 points. Tomas
Sanchez holds the No. 9 spot, averaging 14.7 points.
UND guard Aaron Anderson
said he is confident about the upcoming games.
“Oh yeah, we’re pretty confident,” Anderson said. “We have a
great staff that prepares us for the
games and knows that defense is
the main key to get us our wins
this weekend on our road trip. If
we go out with the mindset to play
defense, we’ll have a good chance
at getting this road sweep.”
UND will use Saturday as a
chance to get back to its winning
ways in the Big Sky Conference.
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MHKY Feb. 7
vs. Neb.-Omaha
Ralph Engelstad
Arena

Women’s hockey
team ready to face
off against Bulldogs in
weekend series.
By Mariah Holland
The Dakota Student
The UND women’s hockey
team will hit the road to face Duluth
this weekend after spending the last
few weekends at home.
“It’ll be interesting,” UND coach
Brian Idalski said. “We’re both missing players — them missing a couple
of high-end D, and us missing a
couple of high-end forwards. How
we adjust to that should be a pretty
interesting story line this weekend.
UND freshman Quinton Hooker dribbles the ball against
Northern Arizona earlier this season. File photo.

WBB Feb. 8
vs. Idaho State
Betty Engelstad
Sioux Center

WHKY Feb. 8
vs. Minn.-Duluth
Duluth, Minn.
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MBB Feb. 8
vs. Idaho State
Pocatello, Idaho

